
    

  Shaw Accent Table
#5532

  

This table not only elevates the room it occupies, but also showcases a level of class on its own. Constructed of hand-
forged iron, the frame is delicately tapered with a distressed, antique pewter finish that lends a slightly industrial
edge. The tiers are both rich with organic texture in a tiled blueschist veneer that holds bold, scattered veining. Its
demure size means this table is an ideal occasional or drink table and a perfect companion to a cozy armchair. Finish
may vary.

APPEARANCE

Installation Environment 1: Contract
Recommendatio
n - tempered
glass

Appearance Finish: Natural
Primary Material: Blueschist

Veneer
Material 1: Iron
Finish will vary: Yes

CERT

*Approved for Australia: Yes
Approved for Canada: Yes
*Approved for European Union: Yes
*Approved for Kazakhstan: Yes
Approved for Mexico: Yes
*Approved for New Zealand: Yes
*Approved for Russian Federati: Yes

DIMENSION

INFO

Assembly Required: No
Bevel: No
Size will vary: No

MARKET

Web/Marketing Description: This table not
only elevates the
room it
occupies, but
also showcases a
level of class on
its own.
Constructed of
hand-forged
iron, the frame
is delicately
tapered with a
distressed,
antique pewter
finish that lends
a slightly
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Clearance: 8.89cm
Overall Dimension D: 26.67cm
Overall Dimension H: 55.88cm
Overall Dimension W: 48.26cm

industrial edge.
Web/Marketing Description Ext: The tiers are

both rich with
organic texture
in a tiled
blueschist
veneer that
holds bold,
scattered
veining. Its
demure size
means this table
is an ideal
occasional or
drink table and a
perfect
companion to a
cozy armchair.
Finish may vary.

SHIPPING

Gross Weight (e-ship): 27
Net Weight: 20.5
Truck Ship: No
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